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Digital experiments are routinely used to test the value of a treatment relative to a status-quo control setting—

for instance, a new search relevance algorithm for a website or a new results layout for amobile app. As digital

experiments have become increasingly pervasive in organizations and a wide variety of research areas, their

growth has prompted a new set of challenges for experimentation platforms. One challenge is that exper-

iments often focus on the average treatment effect (ATE) without explicitly considering differences across

major sub-groups: heterogeneous treatment effect (HTE). This is especially problematic, because ATEs have

decreased in many organizations as the more obvious benefits have already been realized. However, questions

abound regarding the pervasiveness of user HTEs and how best to detect them. We propose a framework for

detecting and analyzing user HTEs in digital experiments. Our framework combines an array of user charac-

teristics with double machine learning. Analysis of 27 real-world experiments spanning 1.76 billion sessions

and simulated data demonstrates the effectiveness of our detection method relative to existing techniques.

We also find that transaction, demographic, engagement, satisfaction, and lifecycle characteristics exhibit

statistically significant HTEs in 10% to 20% of our real-world experiments, underscoring the importance of

considering user heterogeneity when analyzing experiment results; otherwise, personalized features and ex-

periences cannot happen, thus reducing effectiveness. In terms of the number of experiments and user ses-

sions, we are not aware of any study that has examined user HTEs at this scale. Our findings have important

implications for information retrieval, user modeling, platforms, and digital experience contexts, in which

online experiments are often used to evaluate the effectiveness of design artifacts.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Digital experiments, also commonly referred to as online A/B tests or online controlled experi-
ments, are routinely used by organizations and researchers online to test the value and efficacy
of a digital treatment relative to a status-quo control setting [39, 45]. Example digital treatments
include a new search relevance algorithm for a website, a new results layout for a mobile app,
an adjustment to the font colors used to display sponsored ad copy headlines, an update to the
recommendation system/engine, and so on [43, 47]. Digital experiments have become a key mech-
anism through which data-driven decisions are enacted regarding the design, development, and
management of digital artifacts involving user preferences and interaction behaviors.
In recent years, there has been dramatic growth in the number of digital experiments conducted

[47, 68]. At the forefront are technology companies such as Microsoft, Google, Amazon, Meta, and
Tencent, which each now run well over 10,000 experiments annually [47, 81]. Whereas such ex-
periments generate immense monetary benefit through enhanced user experience and operational
efficiency gains, their growth and pervasiveness has also ushered in a new era of challenges [33].
These challenges include sensitivity of the experiments and heterogeneity of findings. Sensitivity, or
statistical power, refers to the ability of an experiment to detect differences in key metrics between
control and treatment groups when they truly exist [79]. As the number of experiments deployed
over time within organizations increases, many of the “low-hanging fruit” outcomes are realized
early on, resulting in smaller effect sizes for new experimental treatments [33]. Here, by effect
size, we mean “a quantitative reflection of the magnitude of some phenomenon that is used for the
purpose of addressing a question of interest” (Reference [41], p. 137), such as lift, the difference in
the proportion of individuals making a purchase, or the number of clicks within in a session. Re-
garding the diminishing size of effects, on average, the 500th improvement to the search relevance
machine learning algorithm on an e-commerce platform is not likely to yield the same incremental
gain as the first 100 algorithm updates [23, 33]. Heterogeneity in experiments, however, refers to
the possibility of user sub-groups that might observe a heterogeneous treatment effect (HTE)—that
is, treatment versus control effects that deviate from the average treatment effect (ATE) observed
across the entire experiment as a whole [67, 80].

User HTE detection methods have been suggested as a mechanism for alleviating both
challenges—directly relevant to the heterogeneity in experiments and implicitly related to sensi-
tivity [67]. For instance, in an experiment evaluating advertising, providing analysts and decision-
makers with details about how click-through rates associated with a proposed ad intervention
differ for key subgroups might help provide insights that add value beyond insignificant and/or
low-effect-size average treatment effects—that is, helping with the sensitivity issue [67]. Relatedly,
even when the overall effect sizes are statistically significant, statistically and practically speak-
ing, knowing how the results vary for major sub-populations is important to understand the value
proposition in a more holistic manner [33]. Indeed, considering the effect sizes within groups
instead of across the entire population provides an opportunity for nuanced and potentially mean-
ingful findings. It is entirely possible, for example, that multiple subgroups have different effects,
but they cancel when combined. Thus, what looks like a near-zero ATE may be heterogeneity in
effect sizes across the various groups. Despite the importance of using HTE methods to answer
questions such as “who drives the changes,” there has been limited work examining user hetero-
geneity in digital experiments [80]. Accordingly, the research objective of this study is to develop

and apply an empirical framework for examining user heterogeneity across a set of digital experiments.
Our three research questions (RQ) are as follows:

• RQ1: How accurately can we detect user HTEs in digital experiments?
• RQ2: In the context of digital experiments, how prevalent are user characteristics in influ-
encing conversion outcomes?
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• RQ3: (a) What are the user HTE effect sizes and statistical significance in digital experi-
ments? (b) How do these effect sizes vary for different experiment characteristics?

To address these questions, we leverage the user modeling and customer analytics literature
to identify a set of user characteristic constructs that have been consistently observed to predict
online user behavior outcomes in a variety of contexts, including e-commerce and general digi-
tal user experience [11, 24, 42, 52, 57, 77]. These include users’ prior session/transaction history,
demographics, engagement, satisfaction, channel, choice, messaging, and lifecycle variables. We
then adapt these constructs into a framework for examining user HTE in digital experiments. Our
framework considers the different session phases encountered in digital settings, the importance
of experimental factors such as channels/devices, and key user characteristics that might drive het-
erogeneity, in conjunction with a double machine learning method called heterogeneous treatment

effect–double machine learning (HTE-DML), which is designed to provide an unbiased estimate of
user HTE [20, 66]. To address our research questions, we evaluate the framework and HTE-DML
on a series of simulated digital experimentation datasets and also use 27 real-world digital exper-
iments from a major e-commerce platform. These real-world experiments, which encompass 1.76
billion user sessions, span various phases of the session journey, including search, merchandis-
ing, advertising, viewing items, and checkout. Our simulation is thus based on real-world results
and reveals several important findings that have considerable impact for those in the digital ex-
perimentation space that have not previously been realized. The benchmark evaluation versus
existing HTE detection methods shows that HTE-DML provides better sensitivity (true positive)
and reduced false-positive rates for detected user HTEs (RQ1). With respect to the overall impact
of user characteristics on conversion outcomes (RQ2), we find that, on average, 20–60% of the user
characteristic variables significantly impact session-level conversion outcomes, confirming the im-
portance of such variables in understanding and predicting user behavior. In regards to RQ3, we
observe that many user characteristics also have significant (at α = 0.05) HTEs in 10% to 20% of
experiments. These results hold for various session stages and channels, underscoring the impor-
tance of incorporating user HTE assessment as part of the digital experimentation measurement
framework.
The main contributions of our work are threefold. First, we propose a framework for holistically

assessing user HTE in digital experiments by considering the interplay between session phases,
experiment factors, and an array of user characteristics guided by the user modeling and customer
analytics literature, in conjunction with powerful machine learning detection methods. Second,
we apply our framework to a large set of digital experiments, in partnership with a global online
marketplace, and provide empirical insights regarding the extent and magnitude of user HTEs
in such online controlled experiments. To the best of our knowledge, no study has examined
user HTEs at this scale, in terms of the number of experiments and total user sessions. Third,
we use an extensive evaluation, including simulations to evaluate the method and real-world
experiments applying the method to estimate the impact, so as to illustrate how and why double
machine learning methods are more effective than existing univariate and multivariate techniques
commonly used for detecting HTEs. Our work has important implications for research examining
digital experiments in large-scale environments, in which we provide a roadmap for how to
accurately measure user HTEs and shed light on their potential prevalence. This is especially
relevant to researchers working in the information retrieval, user modeling, and digital experience
spaces, in which proposed artifacts such as search algorithms, recommender systems, and digital
layout designs are routinely evaluated and validated using end user A/B testing [39, 51, 57].
Hence, our three main contributions are the proposed framework/method, empirical insights,
and extensive evaluation. Furthermore, our work has important practical implications for applied
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Fig. 1. A motivating example: User HTE in digital experiments.

data science teams, analysts, and managers tasked with designing, running, and analyzing digital
experiments in online platforms. Indeed, our work has already benefited our partner.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In the ensuing section, we discuss rele-

vant prior work on digital experiments, heterogeneity, user modeling, and customer analytics. In
Section 3, we introduce our framework for measuring user HTEs in digital experiments. Section 4
describes our two testbeds, whereas Section 5 presents evaluation results comparing our double
machine learning model against existing methods on an array of experiment simulations. In Sec-
tion 6, we apply the framework to a set of large experiments conducted at a major e-commerce plat-
form and report results related to our research questions. In Section 7, we offer concluding remarks.

2 RELATEDWORK

In this section, we review relevant prior work related to online controlled experiments, user mod-
eling and customer analytics, and user HTE detection. We then outline several key areas in need of
development, which we contribute to with our methods. But first, we offer a motivating example.
Figure 1 shows two illustrative experiments. The one on the left-hand side is an experiment

to test whether clearing the older auto-complete suggestions in a search engine box improves or
hurts a downstream outcome, such as the session conversion rate. The first row shows the con-
fidence interval (at α = 0.05, i.e., 95% confidence) for the population ATE, that is, the difference
in conversion rates for those assigned to the “clear suggestions” setting relative to those in the
control group. Although the estimated ATE is slightly positive (i.e., the center of the line is greater
than 0), it is not statistically significant, evidenced by the lower confidence interval (left circle)
crossing 0. Now, suppose that we are able to measure those that are low, medium, and high exper-
tise users. Here, using the groupings of expertise we can decompose the ATE conditional on each
of the groups. In so doing, we are using an HTE approach. The HTE approach, then, suggests that
the ATE is not in fact consistent across the three levels of expertise (the three lines below ATE).
Because the effectiveness of clearing auto-complete depends on the level of expertise, it is a classic
interaction (also known as moderation) effect. From Figure 1, notice that for high expertise users,
the HTE is higher than the ATE, and it is statistically significant. In other words, the users with the
highest expertise seem to benefit the most from being in the treatment group, here, the clearing
of older auto-complete suggestions.
We can now contrast the left side of Figure 1 to the right side. This similarly stylized exam-

ple shows the impact of display ads appearing on a web page and evaluates how such ads might
cannibalize conversion rates. Again, the topmost plot shows the confidence interval for the popu-
lation ATE, followed by the HTE approach, which examines the effectiveness by conditioning on
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engagement. As the figure on the right shows, for less-, intermediate, and highly engaged users,
the effectiveness of display ads differ. In this example, the overall conversion ATE is positive and
statistically significant, but for the less-engaged users, the HTE has the opposite effect, namely
that there is a statistically significantly negative effect.
Although these two examples are hypothetical, they are quite realistic scenarios. In fact, these

examples signify a common set of questions asked by experimenters in digital settings [45]. Fur-
ther, they illustrate the potential value of consideration of user HTE for decision-making, both in
terms of uncovering differences in effect size across levels of some other variable(s) or feature(s)
and the impact of those on for different levels or sub-groups, as well the amount of variance (i.e.,
the width of the confidence intervals) [67, 80]. These examples illustrate the three research ques-
tions we address in this article. RQ1 is geared toward identifying the user characteristics that can
be included in the consideration set (i.e., the ordinate or y-axis) based on impact on downstream
implications such as conversion. RQ2 is focused on how accurately the confidence interval plots
for user HTE (the effect size and significance) can be inferred from large-scale digital experiments.
Finally, regarding RQ3, whereas Figure 1 is an illustrative example, applying an accurate user HTE
detectionmethod on a large set of experiments can help shed light on howmany suchHTEs are sta-
tistically significant in real-world settings. In particular, we later show that DML, state-of-the-art
techniques for estimating HTE in digital experiments using two-stages of machine learning, pro-
vides advantages over traditional HTE detectionmethods. Related to this example and our research
questions, in the remainder of the section, we discuss relevant prior work on digital experiments,
user characteristics, and HTE detection.

2.1 Online Controlled Experiments

Digital experiments, often referred to as online controlled experiments or A/B tests, have been an
important measurement tool and evaluation method since the early days of the Internet. In aca-
demic research, in situations involving digital platform-oriented artifacts such as search relevance,
recommendation engines, result display layouts, conversational agents, and so forth, such con-
trolled user experiments are critical to infer the operational utility of digital artifacts [10, 31, 51].
In industry, such experiments have become the norm for guiding digital platform design deci-
sions. One of the high-profile examples frequently cited comes from the Bing search engine team
[45]. One of their digital experiments revealed that for sponsored search ad copy text, darkening
the blue and green text while making the black text lighter/grayer dramatically increased click-
through-rates, apparently resulting in a $10million increase in annual revenue atMicrosoft [47]. In
digital experimentation, to some extent, the paradigm has shifted from convincing experimenters
and managers to run such controlled experiments as part of their data-driven decision-making ef-
forts to effectively running “digital experimentation at scale” [46, 53]. In this vein, in recent years,
industry and academic research has focused on two major directions.
The first area of emphasis for digital experimentation at scale is the introduction of orthogo-

nal testing planes, which allow experimentation platforms to assign users/customers to multiple
experiments at the same time in a statistically independent way [68, 81]. By deviating from the clas-
sic factorial design approach, these testing plane techniques allow organizations to concurrently
launch hundreds, or even thousands, of new experiments every month [33, 45, 47, 68].

The second area of emphasis for digital experimentation at scale is a by-product of the increased
size, scale, and pervasiveness of digital experiments. It relates to challenges and opportunities for
analyzing the results of digital experiments to derive deeper and more insightful patterns and take-
aways [33]. Examples include the sensitivity of experimental results, estimating long-term effects,
determining the best overall evaluation criterion metrics, and HTE [33, 43]. In this article, we focus
primarily on the latter, namely, detection of HTEs in digital experiments. However, our results also
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have important implications for the sensitivity of experiments and the overall value proposition
for researchers and managers conducting such online controlled A/B tests. Here, sensitivity refers
to the situation in which many treatments might cause a very small change (or ATE) relative to
the status-quo or business-as-usual control setting [79]. HTE, however, refers to the situation in
which, even when the ATE is large or small or statistically significant or not, the practical and sta-
tistical significance might differ in magnitude or directionality for important sub-groups [67, 80].
Our work contributes to the nascent research on detecting user HTEs in digital experimentation
settings. To better understand the core set of user characteristics, digital session stages, and on-
line user behaviors that might be relevant for user HTE in digital experiments, in the ensuing
sub-section, we turn to the literature on user modeling and customer analytics.

2.2 User Modeling and Customer Analytics

The user modeling literature has focused on the interplay between user characteristics and dig-
ital outcomes in various contexts including mobile apps, search, recommender systems, and
e-commerce. The major thrusts most related to our work here on HTE have focused on using user
characteristics to predict digital behavior or vice versa (i.e., using behavior traces to infer user char-
acteristics). Some studies have attempted to develop holistic user profiles as features for predicting
ideal recommendations or personalization strategies. In their personal digital assistant system, Ref-
erence [57] found that calibrating recommendations using demographics, interests/preferences, af-
fects such as positive sentiment, and user personality traits resulted in higher perceived accuracy,
usage, ease of use, and familiarity. User expertise has also been found to impact assessments of
online search relevance rankings [63, 71]. Furthermore, latent and observed user characteristics
(including skill and competency) have been shown to improve item recommendation predictions
[74, 75]. Some user modeling studies have also represented user characteristics as user or personal
embeddings for downstream prediction of outcomes such as search intent, personalized search,
social-aware recommendation, text psychometrics, or link prediction [4, 5, 76, 77, 82]. Another
direction has been the use of user messaging to infer future online behavior [77, 83]. In some user
modeling studies, digital behavior traces were used to predict user characteristics. For instance,
Reference [24] predicted gender and age based on users’ mobile communication patterns. Simi-
larly, Reference [52] inferred user expertise in the context of question-answering communities
based on user’s search query terms.
Another related area of research is in the customer analytics space. These studies explore the

interplay between user characteristics and the three major stages of the customer lifecycle: ac-
quisition, retention, and expansion [42]. Much of this stream of work can be traced back to sem-
inal research on the use of transaction patterns to predict future customer activity [64]. Several
subsequent studies have used demographic and transaction-based user characteristics to predict
customer churn and lifetime value [11, 60]. Engagement, which provides a continued signal of a
user’s interest in a given digital product or service [69], has also been used as a cue for future
digital behavior [19, 30]. Another important construct for understanding the digital life of persons
is user satisfaction—this can manifest in the form of sentiment, ratings, reviews, and other explicit
feedback mechanisms [1, 27]. Unsurprisingly, increased user satisfaction can lead to greater future
positive behavioral outcomes [55]. Similarly to the signaling effect of engagement and satisfaction,
choice and variety preferencesmanifesting in historical transactions/logs can indicate current trust
and future interest levels [42, 54]. Other important predictors of user behavior include channels
and messaging. The channels used to engage with digital products, including theWeb, mobileWeb,
and mobile apps, have been shown to predict future digital consumption patterns [34, 37]. In the
same vein, the messaging sent to, and received from, users has important discriminatory potential
for forecasting subsequent behaviors and/or predicting user profiles [24, 28, 29]. Collectively, the
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user modeling and customer analytics literature has noted the importance of a core set of user
constructs—demographics, transactions, engagement, satisfaction, choice, channels, messaging—
and how these characteristics can inform and predict key digital user behaviors [42]. In Section 3,
we use this body of literature to inspire the design of our proposed digital experimentation frame-
work for modeling user HTE.

2.3 User HTE in Digital Experiments

The user modeling and customer analytics methods used to understand and predict user behavior
in online settings have often included feature-based and deep learning-based machine learning
methods that use user characteristics as predictors to forecast digital behavior. These techniques
are not directly applicable for inferring user HTEs, because the latter necessitates considering dif-
ferences in how users react in treatment versus control settings [22, 59, 67]. One common approach
for detecting user HTEs is the naive two-sample t-test method [80]. For example, suppose we run
an experiment in two countries (A and B) and want to infer if there is user HTE, meaning that the
conditional treatment effect for users in country A or B differs from the overall average. We could
use a t-test to get the HTE for those in country A and B versus the total experiment population
[80]. Because this method is prone to high false-positive rates due to multiplicity (i.e., spurious
observed statistically significant user HTE effects), an alternative is to perform a Bonferroni cor-
rection. However, the Bonferroni correction is prone to high false-negative rates with too many
comparisons [80]. Accordingly, other pairwise comparison methods have been proposed that rely
on the false discovery rate (FDR) techniques commonly used in bioinformatics, because such meth-
ods have higher detection power [44, 65]. For instance, FDR-BH extends the FDR technique by
constructing a design matrix, running a linear regression to get p values and coefficient estimates
for all subgroups, and using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure to control false-positive rates [80].
There are other alternatives to BH procedure for controlling FDR that have been proposed in the
context of digital experimentation. First is the FDR-Knockoff procedure that can be used to identify
heterogeneous factors in digital experiments [80]. FDR-Knockoff is based on a “Knockoff” proce-
dure proposed in Reference [13], where knockoff for the design matrix (where columns represent
characteristics and rows represents users) are created to select the user characteristics that have
heterogeneous effects. FDR-BH and FDR-Knockoff have been found toworkwell on simulated data
and in real-world digital experiments on the Snapchat platform [80]. Second is the FDR-BY pro-
cedure based on Benjamini-Yekutieli (BY) method to control for FDR, that works well when there
is are dependencies between user characteristics in experiments [12]. Third, FDR-dBH is a depen-
dence adjusted Benjamini-Hochberg procedure where a separate p-value cutoff is constructed for
each coefficient that is adaptive to the correlation matrix of input characteristics [26]. Finally,HTE-
I3 is a recent method [25] proposed to identify individual treatment effects while controlling for
false discovery. These individual treatments can then be processed further to identify factors for
HTEs.
While FDR-based methods can be extended from pairwise comparisons to a small group of user

HTE covariates evaluated against treatment versus control outcomes, they are not as adept at par-
simoniously modeling a large set of covariates, control variables, and also considering non-linear
interaction effects between user characteristics and digital outcomes. In recent years, machine
learning methods have been proposed to address this gap. For instance, Reference [67] used clas-

sification and regression trees (CART) to model HTEs in online retail experiments at eBay. Also,
matching plus classification and regression trees (mCART) was proposed to identify heterogeneous
treatment effects while preventing false discovery in clinical trials [61]. Similarly, causal decision
trees have been used to explore HTE in contexts where an individual threshold needs to be reached
to trigger a treatment [70] or to explore the impact of software patches inmultiplayer online games
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[36]. An advantage of such methods is that they allow usage of non-linear machine learning meth-
ods while providing provably valid statistical inference [8, 73]. A set of methods closely related
to causal trees/forests is DML [20]. DML methods can estimate HTE in high-dimensional data
contexts, in which non-parametric and non-linear methods are necessary [20, 66]. A strength of
DML methods, which use a two-stage classification approach, is that they can use any underlying
machine learning (ML)methods in the first stage to predict the treatment and outcome scores for a
given user, thereby allowing flexibility [48, 66]. Related classes of ML methods for causal inference
include doubly robust machine learning and meta-learning [9, 48, 66].

In our proposed framework, we use DML due to the following advantages, and empirically
demonstrate its effectiveness versus other comepting methods such as FDR-BH, FDR-Knockoff,
FDR-BY, FDR-dBH, Bonferroni, and naive t-tests on simulated and real-world data.

• DML has attractive model agnostic properties in the first stage to capture arbitrary relation-
ships between the user characteristics and treatment or outcome. We can then use a more
interpretable linear model in the second stage to derive the HTEs.
• DML can be used to extract the HTEs and ATEs simultaneously from the model. This allows
for digital platforms to not only show the effectiveness of an experiment based on ATE but
also provide user characteristics that were most influential in identifying these treatment
effects.
• The cross-fitting technique [20] employed in these methods can help improve the confidence
bounds on the HTEs.

2.4 Research Gaps

Based on our review of prior work on digital experiments, user modeling and customer analytics,
and HTE detection methods, we tackle the following research gaps that are important to fill to
better model and understand HTE in the context of digital experimentation and beyond. These
gaps are closely aligned with the three research questions explicated in the introduction section
and filling these gaps provides an important contribution to the literature discussed previously:

• Paucity of User HTE Work in Digital Experimentation Settings - As noted in the Introduction
and Related Work sections, several recent studies have emphasized the importance of iden-
tifying user HTEs [33, 44, 67, 80]. Existing work has shown the potential for highly focused
covariates such as country or the recency or frequency of user encounters [67, 80]. However,
it remains unclear how to consider the array of user characteristics, experiment factors, and
session journey considerations in a unified, cogent manner. These questions are especially
hard to answer in situations in which there are many covariates and little theoretic direc-
tions on how or why various covariates may lead to user HTE. If there were few covariates
or strong theory, then these covariates could be planned to be tested from the outset. Yet,
we are working in a space that is often atheoretic and with many options (i.e., features) that
can be included.
• Limited Benchmarking of Existing HTE Methods - Whereas some studies have examined dif-
ferent t-test and FDR methods [80], and causal tree setups applied to offline/survey datasets
[70], there has been limited evaluation of the true-positive and false-positive rates for ma-
chine learning methods such as DML on simulated and real-world datasets. Such evaluation
is important to shed light on the pros and cons of methods with varying detection rates for
future research and practice.
• No Prior Large-scale Assessment of Prevalence of User Characteristics in Digital Experiments -

How often such user characteristics affect digital outcomes in general, and treatment effects
in particular, has been underexplored. Most prior studies have been illustrative—showing re-
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sults on one or two experiments [67, 80] or other digital contexts such as gaming [36]. Other
studies have leveraged two to three survey/simulation datasets spanning 10 to 50 thousand
instances [70]. Whereas such studies have been essential in paving the way for future user
HTE research, there remains a need for larger-scale examination in online contexts where
digital artifact-oriented treatments are examined on tens of millions of user-sessions (i.e.,
large-scale online controlled experiments).

In the following section, we discuss our proposed user HTE framework for digital experiment
settings. This framework is intended to offer a holistic mechanism for examining user HTE in
online experiments, thoughwe believe that our framework can extend to other contexts aswell.We
then use a series of simulations to benchmark the DMLmodel employed in our framework against
existing methods and proceed to apply the framework to a large set of 27 real-world experiments
spanning over 1.76 billion user sessions, we are not aware of any study that has examined user
HTEs at this scale.

3 PROPOSED USER HTE FRAMEWORK

User modeling and customer analytics research has recently focused on coupling a set of user
characteristics with feature-based and deep learning ML models to predict digital user behaviors
related to stages of the user/customer lifecycle such as acquisition, retention, and expansion [42].
This general trend is depicted in the top half of Figure 2 and embodied in various prior studies
(see Table 1). For instance, engagement, satisfaction, transaction, and demographics coupled with
support vector machines or Bayesian networks have been used to predict various stages of the user
decision funnel in contexts such as auction fraud, e-commerce conversion, and video-on-demand
service churn [2, 19]. Customers’ first purchase transaction data have been modeled using Logis-
tic regressions to predict partial churn [54]. Similarly, deep learning models such as variational
autoencoders and graph neural networks, coupled with transactional accounts of user skills or
purchases, have been used to predict employees’ course recommendation conversions [74] or con-
sumer product recommendations [75].
The bottom part of Figure 2 shows our adaptation to the digital experimentation context. Most

notably, the framework underscores the importance of session phases, and bifurcates between the
broad set of user characteristics encompassed in user modeling and customer analytics settings
and how they manifest in digital contexts—with some still appearing as user characteristics while
others become experiment treatment or context factors. Furthermore, as noted in Section 2, the
classification problem (and accompanying ML models) also differ from the traditional supervised
ML binary or multi-class classification setup, because it needs to account for the control versus
treatment group assignment [8].
Simply put, the five categories of user characteristics depicted in the bottom half of Figure 2—

engagement, satisfaction, lifecycle, transaction, and demographic—are the groups of variables we
measure for user heterogeneity using DML. The experimental factors and session phases are incor-
porated as analysis dimensions—meaning we look at the overall results as well as the results across
channels/devices and key session phases. In the following two sub-sections, we describe the user
characteristics and experiment factors in digital experiments, as well as the DML methods used to
estimate heterogeneity.

3.1 User Characteristics and Experiment Factors in Digital Experiments

When thinking about how user characteristics and experiment factors impact user outcomes and
treatment heterogeneity, a user’s session phase offers crucial context information. Prior work has
underscored the importance of user pathways or trajectories as critical signals or indicators of
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Fig. 2. A framework for user HTE detection and analysis in digital experimentation.

where users are relative to their digital objectives [71]. In the customer analytics and user mod-
eling literature, such customer/user journeys become essential contextual considerations in the
digital life of persons [50], which can influence current outcomes and predict future behaviors. Un-
surprisingly, in e-commerce settings, session phases such as searching, browsing, viewing items,
and delving deeper down “the funnel” have implications for the effect of user behavior [2] on out-
comes. We depict such example phases in the bottom left corner of Figure 2. As we later show, the
stage of the session at which an experiment treatment occurs—such as a search engine revamp, a
merchandising layout tweak, or an ad delivery refinement—can impact which user characteristics
are most important.
Table 1 shows the user characteristics and experiment factors incorporated in our framework.

In regards to user characteristics, following prior studies [11, 42, 50, 60], we include foundational
constructs such as transactions and demographics. Transaction characteristics based on prior trans-
action history have been shown to be highly predictive of various future behaviors [54, 75, 78].
Demographics have also been found to have a major effect on digital user behaviors [2, 4, 50]. En-
gagement related to the frequency, recency, and depth of visitation and browsing across digital
channels may signify important user heterogeneity characteristics [19, 30, 69]. As noted, Satisfac-
tion manifesting in the form of feedback received and/or offered, can affect digital user behaviors
[42, 55]. And, finally, whereas Lifecycle states such as acquisition, retention, and expansion have
been studied extensively in the customer analytics and user modeling literature as a final pre-
dicted outcome or dependent variable of interest [42], in the digital experimentation context, such
characteristics may have important implications for heterogeneity.
With respect to experiment factors (bottom part of Table 1), Messaging, Choice, and Chan-

nels/Devices may occur as facets of the experiment treatment or target audience (i.e., experiment
design) [39, 45]. It is important to note that the exact variables employed could vary from con-
text to context. The ones appearing in Table 1 are merely illustrative of constructs of interest and
are the ones used in this study—they are not intended to be exhaustive. Indeed, there are many
ways to think about and use psychological and behavioral variables in the digital space ready to
be used and extend behavioral-based research [3]. In the following section, we show how these
user characteristic variables are coupled with DML methods for estimating HTE.
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Table 1. User Characteristics and Experiment Factors Incorporated in the HTE Detection Framework

Constructs Description Variables Select User

Modeling

Work

User Heterogeneity
Characteristics

Transaction Transaction characteristics are
based on prior transaction his-
tory and represent one of the
foundational user/customer
constructs.

Buyer type, user
status, user desig-
nation, credit

[54, 75, 78]

Demographic Demographics are another foun-
dational user construct for under-
standing behavior and
heterogeneity.

Gender, country [2, 4, 50]

Engagement In digital contexts, the frequency
and recency of visit and browsing
on web, mobile, app, email, and
other channels.

Disengaged, de-
creasing, stable,
and increasing lev-
els of engagement

[19, 30, 69]

Satisfaction Feedback scores, ratings, reviews
provided (and received) can be
an important indicator of future
behaviors and outcomes.

Feedback score [42, 55]

Lifecycle In traditional customer analyt-
ics and user modeling, lifecycle
stages relate to acquisition, reten-
tion, and expansion.

Beginner, stag-
nant, advanced,
expert buyer, ex-
pert buyer-seller

[42]

Experiment
Factors

Channel The types of digital channels
used to engage and interact with
users, including web, mobile web,
mobile apps, email, etc.

Web, mobile web,
apps, email

[34, 37]

Choice and
Messaging

These constructs may manifest
in the design of the digital experi-
ment control/treatment settings.

Control/treatment
characteristics

[24, 28, 29]

Session Stage The stage of the session related
to the treatment.

Advertising, mer-
chandising, search,
views, checkout

[50, 71]

3.2 Estimating HTE with DML Methods

We adopt a novel technique to investigate user HTE using DML methods [9, 20, 58]. DML meth-
ods are state-of-the-art techniques that can be used to estimate conditional average treatment
effects in randomized experiments. These models have several benefits over traditional “single-
stage/model” regression-based techniques. First, DML methods are advantageous in situations in
which the effects of control variables on the treatment and the outcome cannot be satisfactorily
modeled by parametric functions [20]. Second, the cross-fitting techniques [20] employed by these
methods can help improve the estimation of the effects (the finite population convergence rates
are faster). Finally, and most importantly, they help identify heterogeneous treatment effects on
observed characteristics.
Our proposed HTE-DML approach is shown conceptually in Figure 3 and includes user charac-

teristics as covariates to examine user HTE for a given experiment with outcome Y and a session’s
control versus treatment group affiliation denoted by T ∈ {0, 1}. The user characteristics include
the five construct categories we discussed earlier that we explore the user HTE. These user char-
acteristics (X ) encompass all the observable transactional, demographic, engagement, satisfaction,
and lifecycle variables previously mentioned in Table 1. Furthermore, we control for session char-
acteristics from orthogonal testing planes. Orthogonal testing planes allow digital experimentation
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Fig. 3. Proposed HTE-DML method for identifying user HTEs in digital experiments.

platforms to conduct multiple experiments at the same time while minimizing interference from
other experiments [68, 81]. Therefore, to minimize any residual bias in our estimated user HTE of
a given focal experiment, we control for other experimental treatments that the user session has
experienced. These session characteristics are signified byW , which consists of elements that can
be continuous or discrete, in Figure 3. In the following sub-section, we elaborate further on the
double machine learning mechanism including how HTE-DML controls for the orthogonal test
plane.
DML methods first build two predictive models using classic machine learning models to

(1) predict the outcome from a set of control variables and (2) predict the treatment from the control
variables. These predictive models built in the first stage are then used in the final stage model to
estimate the heterogeneous treatment effect. There are two kinds of control variables that can be
used in the DML methods. As noted, the first set of variables (X ) are the ones that need further in-
vestigation for heterogeneity of the treatment effect (e.g., user characteristics), and the second set
of variables (W ) are other covariates (e.g., session characteristics) that are further used as controls.
More formally, DML models assume the following structural equations on data generation:

Y = θ (X ) ·T + д(X ,W ) + ϵ1,

T = f (X ,W ) + ϵ2,
(1)

where T is the treatment indicator, Y is the outcome of interest (e.g., conversion), and θ (X )
is the conditional average treatment effect (CATE). Further, it is assumed that E[ϵ1 |X ,W ] = 0,
E[ϵ2 |X ,W ] = 0, and E[ϵ1 · ϵ2 |X ,W ] = 0 to make valid inference. However, there are no further
assumptions on the functional form (e.g., a linear function) for the functions д and f in the above
structural equation models, reducing the possibility of model misspecification and bias [20]. These
functions are estimated using machine learning methods, making them attractive for capturing
arbitrary non-linear relationships. Therefore, DML models build two predictive machine learning
models in the first stage: (1) predicting the outcome Y from the variables X ,W and (2) predicting
the treatment T from variables X ,W . The residuals from these two predictive models in the first

stage feed into the final stage to estimate CATE θ̂ (X ). Specifically, in this study, we use Linear
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DML models where the final stage is a linear model that performs well when the variables used
for heterogeneity identification are in a low dimensional space. Furthermore, the Linear DML
models offer more interpretable coefficients (and corresponding confidence intervals) for each
variable for which we are interested in investigating heterogeneity.

The structural equations in (1) can be rewritten as follows, which helps us estimate CATE:

Y − E[Y |X ,W ] = θ (X ) · (T − E[T |X ,W ]) + ϵ . (2)

Here we can learn the conditional expectations E[Y |X ,W ] and E[T |X ,W ] non-parametrically
using machine learning techniques. The decomposition in Equation (2) was originally proposed in
Reference [62] and, for completeness, we include here a short derivation to show how Equation (2)
comes from Equation (1). First, we can write E[Y |X ,W ] = θ (X ) ·E[T |X ,W ]+д(X ,W ) as we assume
E[ϵ1 |X ,W ] = 0. Therefore, we have the following:

Y − E[Y |X ,W ] = θ (X ) ·T + д(X ,W ) + ϵ − E[Y |X ,W ]

= θ (X ) ·T + д(X ,W ) + ϵ − θ (X ) · E[T |X ,W ] − д(X ,W )

= θ (X ) (T − E[T |X ,W ]) + ϵ .

Once we have estimated the conditional expectations, we can find the residuals, which are given
by the following:

Ỹ = Y − E[Y |X ,W ]

T̃ = T − E[T |X ,W ].
(3)

In this study we use random forest-based [18] estimation for identifying E[Y |X ,W ] and
E[T |X ,W ]. That is,

E[Y |X = x ,W = w] = Ŷ =
1

BY

BY∑

bY =1

E[Y |(x ,w ) ∈ LbY (x ,w )],

E[T |X = x ,W = w] = T̂ =
1

BT

BT∑

bT =1

E[T |(x ,w ) ∈ LbT (x ,w )],

where BY and BT correspond to the number of trees in the forest for outcome and treatment,
respectively. Further, E[Y |(x ,w ) ∈ LbT (x ,w )] and E[T |(x ,w ) ∈ LbT (x ,w )] capture the expected
value of the outcome and treatment, respectively, in the corresponding leaf nodes LbY (x ,w ) and
LbT (x ,w ) for the trees bY and bT where x andw fall into.

In the final stage, we estimate CATE θ (X ) [58] using the following model:

Ỹ = θ (X ) · T̃ + ϵ . (4)

The estimator for θ (X = x ) from the above equation can then help us identify the treatment
effect for a given value of X = x . More specifically, the Linear DML methods help us estimate the
coefficients for each observed user characteristic.
Once we have estimated CATE using the DML model, we adopt the following procedure to

estimate the HTE. Importantly, it is helpful to emphasize that the HTEs we compute is analogous
to finding the interaction effect of treatment with each of the observed user variables. First, we
create binary (or dummy) variables for all the discrete non binary variables. Then for each of the
binary variable Xu , we estimate the CATEs as follows:

θ (Xu = 1) = E[Y 1 |Xu = 1] − E[Y 0 |Xu = 1],

θ (Xu = 0) = E[Y 1 |Xu = 0] − E[Y 0 |Xu = 0],
(5)
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where Y 1 and Y 0 are the potential outcomes for treated and control user sessions, respectively.
Note that we use shorthand notation Xu = x to represent the set of covariate profiles X , where
just the variable Xu is set to x . Similarly, θ (Xu = x ) represents the treatment effect among all user
sessions with the variable Xu is x . Once we have CATEs from Equation (4), then we estimate the
treatment effect with respect to the variable Xu as

βut = θ (Xu = 1) − θ (Xu = 0). (6)

The procedure for estimating the HTE for continuous variable Xu follows a similar procedure
and is given by

βut =
∂

∂x
θ (Xu = x ). (7)

This procedure for the continuous variables is analogous to estimating the marginal effects in
econometric analysis [14]. Note that the DML procedure also provides uncertainty estimates of
the treatment effects, θ (Xu = x ), that can be used to calculate the uncertainty estimates for βut .

In our linear DML formulation, the coefficient βu estimates the main effect of the variable Xu ,
and the coefficient βt estimates the average treatment effect.We can, therefore, rewrite Equation (5)
for a binary variable Xu as

θ (Xu = 1) = (β0 + βt + βu + βut ) − (β0 + βu ) = βt + βut

θ (Xu = 0) = (β0 + βt ) − β0 = βt ,
(8)

which helps understand the derivation for the treatment effect in Equation (6).
As discussed, the orthogonal testing planes are used to run multiple experiments on the plat-

form simultaneously, without interfering with each other [68]. However, there may be practical
limitations to the multiple test plane setup [33]. Hence, controlling for other experimental treat-
ments could help identify the effect of the focal experimental treatment on the outcomes and
reduce bias in our HTE estimations. Note that here when describing the orthogonal test plane,
we refer to the focal treatment (previously T in Equation (4)) associated with each focal exper-
iment f as Tf to distinguish from other treatments a user might experience in a given session.
Therefore, in our framework,W includes binary treatment indicators,T1, . . . ,TK , for the top K ex-
periments that co-occur with the focal treatment. Specifically, the top K experimental treatments
are identified using the following procedure. Let Gf = (V ,E) be a network over the set of all si-
multaneously launched experiments along with the focal experiment Tf . Let numSessions (Tf ,Tj )
be the number of user sessions that experience treatment condition in both experiments Tf and
Tj . The nodes of the network are the set of experiments, V = {Tf ,T1, . . . ,TJ }, the edges are
defined if there are user sessions that experience treatment condition in both the experiments,
E = {(Tf ,Tj ) |Tj ∈ {T1, . . . ,TJ } and numSessions (Tf ,Tj ) > 0}. Finally, the edge weights are defined
as the total number of user sessions that experience treatment conditions in both experiments
that the edge connects,W (Tf ,Tj ) = numSessions (Tf ,Tj ). Therefore, our top K co-occurring exper-
iments are defined as TopK = arдmaxVk ⊆V , |Vk |=k

∑
Tj ∈Vk W (Tf ,Tj ).

Figure 4 shows an illustration of how the test plane control featuresW are derived. In the left
side of the figure, the set of focal experiments are depicted by the dashed circle (i.e., dark gray
nodes). For a given focal experiment Tf (denoted by the small dashed red circle), we collect the
top K co-occurring experiments—the set {T1, . . . ,TJ } depicted as nodes with edges to the focal
experiment, and inside the red solid circle. Ultimately, we can represent each user in the given
Tf through their treatment co-occurrence vectorW that is analogous to a bi-partite graph such
as the one depicted in the right-hand side of Figure 4. To the best of our knowledge, this is one
of the first studies to control for test-plane-based session heterogeneity that might manifest in
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Fig. 4. How orthogonal testing plane is converted to test plane control variables.

digital experimentation settings [33]—an important consideration for isolating the effect of user
characteristics on digital outcomes.

3.2.1 Linear DML vs. Nonlinear DMLModels. As shown on the right side of Figure 3, the second
stage of the DMLmodel can be linear or nonlinear. In the above formulation, we chose a linear DML
formulation that hasmultiple advantages in our setting. First, it allows us to estimate the coefficient
βu , the main effect of the variable Xu , from the model. This is important for us to understand the
effect of each user characteristic on the outcome before we understand its interaction effect with
the treatment. In other words, we need these main effects to answer RQ2, and linear models are
better suited for deriving them. Second, this formulation is easy to interpret rather than using
a nonlinear model, which are typically black-box models. This is important for RQ2 and RQ3,
since our goal is to shed light on the extent of user heterogeneity in digital experiments. Finally,
linear DML also allows us to get uncertainty estimates via asymptotic normality-based theoretical
arguments [21] that allow for tighter confidence bounds. However, our framework can be extended
to use a nonlinear DML model, such as Causal Forest DML, where the second stage of the model is
a Causal Forest [9].We can still use Equation (6) to derive the interaction effects fromCausal Forest
DML models. We empirically compare linear and Causal Forest DML models and show that they
detect similar interaction patterns (see Section 5.2.1 for more details). Note that both Linear DML
and Causal Forest DML employ the same first-stage models that capture the nonlinear relationship
between user characteristics and the treatment, as well as user characteristics and the outcome.
Hence, as we later show, on our testbeds, both linear and non-linear DML second-stage models
perform comparably on our test bed in terms of detection rates.

4 TESTBED OVERVIEW

While real-world data are invaluable for examining the prevalence of user HTE in digital experi-
ments, it does not provide a gold standard for assessing our ability to accurately detect significant
HTEs with our methodological framework. Accordingly, consistent with prior work [67, 80], we
used a combination of simulated data and real-world data to evaluate HTE-DML (see Table 2). Our
real-world data encompassed 27 large-scale digital experiments conducted over a 4-month period
at amajor two-sidedmarketplace headquartered in the United States and having a global buyer and
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Table 2. Digital Experimentation Testbed Overview

Testbed Type Testbed Characteristic Description

Real-world Experiment Data

Number of Experiments 27
Session Stages Merchandising (14), Search (7),

Advertising (2), View Item (2),
Checkout (1), GlobalHeader (1)

Average Number of Sessions 65.4 million (max = 314 million)
Total Number of Sessions 1.76 billion
Average Number of Users 6.8 million (max = 35.9 million)

Simulated Experiment Data
Number of Datasets 6 × 20 null, 6 × 20 alternate
Number of Sessions Per
Dataset

300 million

Number of User Variables
Per Dataset

20 discrete, 10 continuous

seller base. These 27 experiments spanned six different session stages, including merchandising,
search, advertising, item viewing, checkout, and the global web page header (with merchandising
and search being the most common). On average, each experiment encompassed about 65.4 million
user sessions and 6.8 million users. Collectively, the real-world dataset spanned 1.76 billion total
user sessions. For each user session, as noted in Section 3, we observed an outcome Y (whether or
not the session ended in a conversion), whether or not the user was in the treatment or control
group T , and the user X and session heterogeneity characteristicsW .

Our second dataset was a collection of simulated digital experiments [80]. In total, we incor-
porated 240 settings with each setting spanning 300 million user sessions and 30 simulated user
variables (namely, 20 discrete and 10 continuous). Most notably, we generated two types of gold
standards, one under a null condition and one in which is an alternate setting in which the null
hypothesis is false under different scenarios. In the null setting, all user variables had the same pop-
ulation values across groups (i.e., the null hypothesis was true). Conversely, in the alternate setting,
certain variables were set to low, medium, or high levels effect sizes. Further details regarding the
simulated dataset generation process appear in the ensuing section.
In the following two sections, we describe how we used these two datasets to evaluate HTE-

DML and infer the extent of user HTE in real-world digital experiments as follows:

• Evaluating HTE Detection on Simulated Data - In Sections 5.1 and 5.2, we compare HTE-DML
to existing baseline and benchmark detection methods on the various null and alternate
simulated experiment datasets. This evaluation relates to our first research question that asks

how accurately user HTEs can be detected in digital experiments.

• Evaluating HTE Detection on Actual Experiment Data - Although it is impossible to report
true-/false-positive and -negative rates on actual experiments, as ground truth is unknown,
in Section 5.3 we examine the consistency of the HTE effect sizes and p values on the 27 real-
world experiments as an indicator of detection accuracy/quality. This evaluation also relates

to our first research question related to detection accuracies for user HTE identification methods

in digital experiments.
• Analysis of User HTE Prevalence -After demonstrating the efficacy of HTE-DML in Sections 5
and 6, we report the prevalence of user HTEs in our 27 real-world digital experiments. This
analysis relates to our second and third research questions focused on empirical insights into

how user characteristics impact outcomes and HTE.
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5 EVALUATION: HTE DETECTION

In this section, we empirically demonstrate the performance of our HTE-DML framework for de-
tecting user heterogeneity. We first evaluate HTE-DML and commonly used comparison methods
such as FDR-BH, t-test, and Bonferroni t-test on simulated data (Sections 5.1 and 5.2). The purpose
of such evaluation on simulated data is to make sure we can assess our FDR and power to detect
heterogeneity in a controlled environment where we are aware of the ground truth. Additionally,
we compare the performance of HTE-DML to the aforementioned baseline and benchmark tech-
niques on the actual real-world digital experiments (Section 5.3).

5.1 Experiment Simulation Setup

Our simulation aims to replicate conditions similar to digital experimentation platforms, where our
framework could be used to discover user heterogeneity, and to compare our results with other
common techniques. We used the parameters from our partner digital experimentation platform
and injected specific subpopulations with a treatment effect that we intend to discover. Our sim-
ulations generated user sessions with a treatment indicator, user and session characteristics, and
an outcome (e.g., conversion) as described below. For each user session, we generated a set of user
characteristicsX1, . . . ,XU , both discrete and continuous, that describe the user. We made sure our
characteristics are generated as closely related to the customer analytics framework as possible to
replicate the structure and challenges faced by the business managers on an e-commerce platform.
Each user session is associated with a treatment indicator Tf for the focal experiment and an out-
come Y . Finally, we generated session characteristics to emulate multiple other experiments that
the user experiences in a given session. Specifically, every session also includes T1, . . . ,TK treat-
ment indicators for the set of K other experiments that the user experiences in a given session. We
then generated two sets of experimental data: (1) where there is no HTE introduced based on user
characteristics (the null setting) and (2) where HTEs based on user characteristics are injected in
our data generation process (the alternate alternate setting). The former experimental simulated
data helps us identify the false discovery rate, that is, the possibility of finding HTEs when the null
hypothesis that there are no HTEs is true. The latter data setting simulates when the alternative
hypothesis is true and allows us evaluate the power to detect the induced heterogeneity.
The process we follow to generate simulated user sessions begins with creating a user base

with a set of characteristics X1, . . . ,XU . We then generated user sessions with a possibility of
a user being in multiple sessions. As observed on our e-commerce platform, we followed Pareto
distribution for the number of sessions each user has in an experiment. Each user session generated
is randomly assigned to a focal treatment indicator (Tf ) with probability pf t . We further generated
other treatment indicators T1, . . . ,TK such that the total number of treatment indicators for each
session,

∑K
k=1Tk , follows a Pareto distribution. Pareto distribution for the number of sessions per

user and the number of treatments indicators per session is known to model human behavior [7].
Finally, we used the following generative model for the outcome Y for each session based on user
and session characteristics:

Y = f (Tf ,X1, . . . ,XU ,T1, . . . ,TK ), (9)

where the functional form of f is both linear and nonlinear in our experiments. We generate two
sets of datawhere the outcomes for each record follow a null hypothesis of noHTEs or the outcome
for reach record follows the alternative hypothesis with varying degrees of heterogeneity induced.

5.1.1 Our DML-based Approach and Comparison Methods. We evaluated the performance of
our DML-based HTE-DML technique on the simulated data. In our first stage, we used random
forest-based classifiers to predict outcome Y and the treatment T . We employed cross-validation
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techniques and optimized the area under the ROC curve to learn the random forest parameters. We
then used the final stagemodel to estimate the CATE, followed by the HTE procedure in Section 3.2
to identify significant interaction of user characteristics and the treatment.
We compared our results to techniques commonly used by prior researchers and practitioners to

identify HTE, as discussed in Section 2.3. The naive approach in detecting heterogeneity, based on
a discrete variable, is to perform a two independent-samples t-test. For instance, if there is a binary
variableXu , then we can perform two independent-sample t-test for outcome sets {Y 1−Y 0 |Xu = 1}
and {Y 1 −Y 0 |Xu = 0}, where Y 1 and Y 0 are the outcomes for treated and control, respectively. We
refer to this approach as Naive t-test in our experiments. It can be easily shown that this naive
t-test approach could lead to spurious HTEs due to multiple testing problems [80]. One simple
alternative is to perform a Bonferroni correction to mitigate family-wise error rate, which we refer
to as Bonferroni t-test. Though this correction can reduce false positives, it is very conservative as
the number of tests increases, leading to low statistical power. Next, we include multiple methods
that are based on the controlling false discovery rate. First, recent work has improved the false
discovery rate in detecting HTEs for online controlled experiments [80]. More specifically, the
authors proposed a Benjamini-Hochberg procedure [15] to control for FDR, which we refer to
as FDR-BH approach in our experiments. The authors also proposed a knockoff procedure [13]
to further discover heterogeneous factors, which we refer to as FDR-Knockoff approach in our
experiments. Second, further extensions of the FDR-based methods are proposed in the literature
for identifying treatment effects in large-scale experiments [12]. Specifically, the authors proposed
a BY method [16] for controlling FDR, which we refer to as FDR-BY approach in our experiments.
The authors also proposed a dependence-adjusted BH procedure [26], which we refer to as the
FDR-dBH approach.
We also compare our results to a recent procedure for identifying individual treatment effects

controlling for FDR [25]. This procedure is designed to identify individual users that have positive
and non-positive treatment effects. Once these individual users are identified by the procedure, we
then post-process these users to find characteristics that are different from all the users. Specifi-
cally, we conduct a t-test for each user characteristic between the users identified by the procedure
and all the users and flag those characteristics that are significantly different. We refer to this pro-
cedure as HTE-I3 in our experiments. Though this procedure is not designed to detect HTEs in
data, we included it to show efficacy of directly detecting HTEs rather than post-process other
known methods in literature. Finally, we use mCART proposed in Reference [61], a tree-based
procedure, for detecting HTEs. Once HTE tree is constructed by the procedure, we post-process
that tree to identify all the characteristics that appear in the non-leaf nodes of the tree, which we
refer to as HTE-mCART in our experiments. The idea is that any characteristic that appears in
a non-leaf node is important in defining the subpopulations that exhibit HTEs, identified by the
mCART procedure.

5.2 Simulation Results

In the prior section, we provided a general experimental simulation setup for evaluating the dis-
covery of user HTE in digital experiments. In this section, we provide specific details of our data
generation process and provide simulation results to compare the performance of HTE-DML with
other techniques. Our main goal is to evaluate the false discovery rate when there are no HTEs and
power of detecting HTEs. To provide interpretable results and cleanly induce HTEs, we generated
outcome (Y ) using the following model:

loдit (Y ) = β0 + βf ∗Tf + βX ∗X + βX f ∗X ∗Tf +
K∑

k=1

βk ∗Tk + ϵ .
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Table 3. Comparison of Percentage Significant HTEs Identified under the Null Hypothesis Where There

Is No HTE and under the Alternate Hypothesis

Percentage of Significant HTEs Identified (Std. Err)
Method Null Hypothesis Alternate Hypothesis

Linear model Nonlinear model Linear model Nonlinear model

Large Medium Small Large Medium Small Large Medium Small Large Medium Small
β β β β β β β β β β β β

HTE-DML 9 (3.5) 11 (3.6) 9 (3.7) 9 (1.8) 10 (2.7) 7 (1.6) 93 (1.3) 86 (1.9) 86 (1.9) 81 (1.9) 83 (1.5) 83 (1.4)

Naive t-test 30 (3.3) 36 (3.0) 32 (3.3) 31 (2.2) 32 (2.9) 30 (2.5) 73 (0.7) 71 (1.1) 71 (1.3) 69 (1.3) 71 (1.1) 70 (1.2)

Bonferroni t-test 25 (3.7) 30 (3.5) 25 (3.7) 16 (2.0) 20 (2.8) 17 (2.3) 62 (0.9) 58 (1.3) 60 (1.6) 57 (1.7) 60 (1.3) 58 (1.5)

FDR-BH 25 (3.9) 31 (3.5) 25 (4) 18 (2.1) 21 (3) 19 (2.3) 72 (0.8) 69 (1.1) 69 (1.6) 67 (1.4) 70 (1.4) 68 (1.4)

FDR-BY 24 (3.8) 30 (3.4) 24 (3.8) 16 (2) 20 (2.9) 17 (2.2) 72 (1) 67 (1.4) 69 (1.8) 65 (1.7) 70 (1.4) 68 (1.5)

FDR-dBH 22 (3.3) 28 (3.1) 25 (3.6) 20 (2.5) 18 (2.1) 18 (2.3) 61 (0.9) 58 (1.1) 60 (0.8) 54 (3.4) 57 (1.7) 57 (1.6)

FDR-Knockoff 20 (3.8) 20 (3.8) 17 (3.7) 6 (2.3) 6 (2.1) 14 (2.9) 66 (5.6) 54 (4.5) 25 (3.8) 41 (4.4) 70 (4.9) 44 (4.6)

HTE-I3 6 (0.7) 8 (0.8) 7 (0.8) 14 (0.4) 14 (0.4) 15 (0.2) 14 (0.3) 12 (1.0) 13 (0.9) 14 (0.5) 15 (0.02) 14 (0.6)

HTE-mCART 19 (0.7) 19 (0.8) 16 (0.8) 6 (0.7) 5 (0.8) 13 (0.8) 59.2 (0.3) 49 (1.0) 23 (0.9) 37 (0.4) 63 (0.4) 39 (0.5)

We bold the cells that the lowest (or the highest) percentage detected in null (or alternate) hypothesis setting and the

ones that are statistically indistinguishable from the lowest (or the highest).

Our user variables X contain both discrete and continuous variables. More specifically, we gen-
erated three dummy variables that take five unique values, five independent binary variables, and
10 continuous variables. Therefore, the user vectorX is of length 30.We chose these specific values,
as they align well with our real data from the aforementioned e-commerce platform. Furthermore,
this procedure to generate the outcomes also aligns with the established simulation framework in
the literature [35]. We then assigned the focal treatment indicator Tf for each session with prob-
ability pf t = 0.5. We further set the number of concurrent experiments that a user session can
be part of as 20 (i.e., K = 20). For the non-linear models, we generated the outcomes using the
above equation, but we introduced a random set of 40 two-way interactions among user variables
and treatment indicators (T1, . . . ,TK ), except for the focal treatmentTf . Furthermore, we generated
multiple datasets by selecting each of the β values from a mixture of two normal distributions with
mean at μβ and −μβ , respectively. We chose a bimodal distribution to make sure we represent the
positive as well as negative effects that can be identified by our models. Also, note that the abs (μβ )
indicates the signal strength, specifically, the mean for the interaction coefficients, μβX f

, indicate

the strength of the HTE introduced in our outcome model. In our setting, we chose three levels of
mean for the β coefficients, which we regard as large (abs (μβ ) = 1), medium (abs (μβ ) = 0.5), and
small (abs (μβ ) = 0.1). Finally, we generated 20 simulated datasets for each experimental setting
as explained in Section 4. The results for both experimental settings along with the comparison
methods are show in Table 3.
In our first simulation data setting where there were no HTEs (i.e., the null setting), we set

βX f = 0, that is, in this setting there were no interactions between the user characteristics and
the focal experiment’s treatment indicator. Figure 5 visualizes the results from the analysis, where
the Y axis shows the average percentage of significant interactions (at α = 0.05) identified by
HTE-DML and each of the comparison methods. A coefficient is significant if the confidence inter-
val does not include 0. We can see that HTE-DML identified a significantly lower percentage of co-
efficients as significant compared to othermethods. This trend is true for both linear and non-linear
simulationmodels for the outcome variable. Furthermore, inmost cases, the confidence interval for
the percentage of significant coefficients identified (error bars) includes 5%, which shows that we
are within the false-positive rate expected at an α = 0.05. That is, the HTE-DMLmethod does have
a bounded false discovery rate compared to other methods. One reason for lower false discovery
rate by the HTE-DML method is because it detects the HTE for a given user characteristic while
controlling for other user and session characteristics. With respect to the comparison methods, as
expected, the naive t-test had the highest false discovery rate followed by the Bonferroni t-test.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of percentage significant HTEs identified under the null hypothesis where there is no

HTE.

Among FDR-based methods, FDR-Knockoff seems to outperform most of the methods, though it
still garnered markedly higher false discoveries than HTE-DML. The HTE-mCART method has
similar number of false discoveries as the FDR-based methods. Finally, HTE-I3 does have lower
false discoveries than HTE-DML in the linear model, they are not significantly different, and from
Table 3 we can see that in the alternate hypothesis setting, HTE-I3 has very low power to detect
HTEs. The low false discovery rate associated with HTE-DML is important for inferential validity
and to minimize the effort expended by analysts and decision-makers on irrelevant user subgroups.
In our second simulation data, we introduced significant HTE interactions (i.e., the alternate

setting). More specifically, we set βX f to large, medium, and small values as explained earlier.
We introduced a treatment interaction with all the discrete variables. The average percentage of
significant interactions identified by each method is shown in Figure 6. Figure 6 shows that the
average percentage of statistically significant interactions identified by the HTE-DMLmethod was
itself statistically significantly higher than other comparison methods. For instance, HTE-DML
identified over 80% of the interactions in all experiment settings. It yielded detection rates that were
10 to 20 percentage points higher than FDR-based methods on all six settings, and 20 to 30 points
better than HTE-mCART, t-test, and Bonferroni t-test. Finally, HTE-I3 has a very low power to
detect HTEs in this alternate setting, which is not surprising, as the method is not designed for that
purpose. That is, HTE-I3 is designed to identify users who have positive or non-positive treatment
effects may not help to identify factors for HTE. Overall, these results highlight the HTE detection
capabilities of HTE-DML relative to comparison methods. Although the average performance of
all methods drops in the non-linear setting (right chart in Figure 6), HTE-DML still yields a higher
true-positive rate in terms of percentage of significant interactions identified. Collectively, the
results from the null and alternate setting experiments underscore the efficacy of HTE-DML for
HTE detection. From a downstream implications perspective, this ability to better detect HTEs
could allow decision-makers to siphon the wheat from the chaff to accurately find subgroups with
statistically significant HTE, thus allowing managers to customize specific features evaluated in
an experiment. Overall, our simulation analyses presented in this section supports the notion that
HTE-DML has high accuracy in detecting user HTEs in digital experiments (RQ1).

5.2.1 Simulation Results Comparing Linear DML and Causal Forest DML. We use Linear DML in
most of our analysis because of its advantages, such as computing the main effects, interpretability,
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Fig. 6. Comparison of percentage statistically significant HTEs identified under the alternate hypothesis.

and tighter confidence bounds, as explained in Section 3.2.1. In this section, we compare the detec-
tion results of the Linear DML model with Causal Forest DML model, that uses a nonlinear (causal
forest) model in the second stage. We use the same simulation test bed with varying strength of
HTEs controlled by the size of the coefficient (β). In our first simulation data, where there were
no HTEs (i.e., the null setting), we can see from Figure 7(a) that Linear DML and Causal Forest
DML have very similar false discovery rates in all six settings. Not surprisingly, we can see that
Causal Forest DML has slightly better performance in nonlinear outcome model, though they are
not significantly different than Linear DML. Finally, Figure 7(b) compares the detection power of
Linear DML and Causal Forest DML in simulated data, where there were significant HTEs intro-
duced (i.e., alternate setting). We can again see that both methods have no significant differences
in all six settings. This further validates our choice of using Linear DMLmodel, which has multiple
advantages without losing the capability of detecting the HTEs.

5.3 Comparison of HTEs Identified on Real-world Digital Experiments

Whereas the prior section focused on evaluating HTE-DML and comparison methods on simu-
lated data, we also compared the HTEs identified by each of the methods on all 27 actual digital
experiments observed in the e-commerce platform. In the absence of a gold standard for true-
positives/-negative user HTEs, we used the variance in effect size, directionality, and statistical
significance for our user variables as a proxy of detection quality. The key intuition being that be-
cause the t-test, Bonferroni t-test, and FDR-BHmethods are more prone to false positives and false
negatives, their user HTE detection profiles would more closely resemble those of a randommodel
(i.e., one with a detection AUC closer to 0.5) [17]. Guided by this intuition, we organized the data
such that for each method (i.e., HTE-DML, naive t-test, Bonferroni t-test, HTE-I3, and FDR-based
methods),1 each experiment was a row vector with columns representing the p values and the
direction of significance identified for each user characteristic (i.e., the user HTE significance and
effect direction for that experiment). The direction of significance was set to 1 if the HTE was pos-
itive and statistically significant, −1 if the HTE was negative and significant, and 0 if the HTE was
not significant. Based on our aforementioned intuition, if the HTE estimates detected are accurate,
then the effect directions and statistical significant findings would likely exhibit certain patterns

1In this analysis, we have not included the results for HTE-mCART as our post-processing step only identifies character-

istics that appear in a non-leaf node of the tree. Therefore, we cannot quantify the interaction coefficient in this case.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of linear DML and causal forest DML in terms of percentage of statistically significant

HTEs identified.

more consistently observed across experiments. Conversely, methods with lower accuracy—and
hence greater randomness—would have look more sporadic across experiments.
To visualize the consistency or sporadic nature of the experiment vectors generated by each

HTE detection method, we used the t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) plots [72]
to visualize each experiment point for a givenmethod in a series of two-dimensional plots.2 In other
words, we ran t-SNE separately within the five matrices of experiment vectors (e.g., the HTE-DML
matrix, the FDR matrix, etc.). The t-SNE algorithm embodies the same intuition as a non-linear
principal component analysis in that it can accurately and efficiently represent the most essential
variance in a two- or three-dimensional space [72]. t-SNE plots are very useful for our setting as
they can help reduce the number of dimensions such that similar points (consistent HTEs across
experiments) are highly likely to be shown as nearby points in the lower dimensional space while

2The HTE coefficients identified by all the FDR-based methods, i.e., FDR-BH, FDR-BY, FDR-dBH, FDR-BH-Knockoff, are

the same. Therefore, we only show one visualization for all these methods together.
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Fig. 8. t-SNE-based visualization ofp value and significance of user heterogeneity identified by eachmethod.

Each input row vector was an experiment with the p value and direction of significance (−1, 0, 1) of the HTE

identified for each of the user characteristics in that experiment. The fourth panel in both figures represents

all FDR-based methods: FDR-BH, FDR-BY, FDR-dBH, and FDR-BH-Knockoff.

dissimilar points (inconsistent HTEs) are highly likely to be shown as distant points. We depict the
first two dimensions of t-SNE as X axis and Y axis, respectively. The resulting two-dimensional
scatter plots appear in Figures 8 and 9.

Each point in Figure 8(a) represents one of the 27 experiments in our testbed. To add additional
robustness to our observed results, for each experiment, we randomly resampled 10 million user
sessions (note that the average number of session peer experiment was over 65 million) and reran
the respective HTE detection methods. Hence, the total number of experiment points in each plot
are greater than 27—further, points of the same color represent a given 10 million session sam-
pling for that respective experiment. Looking at the results appearing in Figure 8(b), we observe
a couple of important findings. First, as suspected, we observe that the points representing HTEs
identified by HTE-DML are very close to each other compared to the other methods. With respect
to the comparison methods, pursuant with our simulation results in the prior section, the FDR-
based plots appear relatively closer/tighter than the Bonferroni and naive t-test methods. HTE-I3

method also has relatively tighter points; however, these could be because of relatively low power
to detect HTEs (i.e., most HTEs are not significant) as we have observed in our simulation analy-
sis. Second, within each individual plot, we see that the points for multiple sampled sessions from
the same experiments appear very close to each other, showing that all four methods also have
consistency across their respective 10 million session samples. This also offers a type of validation
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Fig. 9. t-SNE-based visualization of upper and lower effect size bounds of the user HTEs identified by each

method. Each input row vector was an experiment’s identified HTE upper and lower effect size confidence

interval tuples for each of the user characteristics in that experiment. The fourth panel in both figures rep-

resents all FDR-based methods: FDR-BH, FDR-BY, FDR-dBH, and FDR-BH-Knockoff.

of our intuition for using the t-SNE plots to illustrate performance in a real-world context devoid
of gold-standard labels. To further validate t-SNE-based validation, we performed a similar visu-
alization of the results obtained from the simulated data where we introduced significant HTE
interactions (i.e., the alternate setting), shown in Figure 8(b). We can observe similar patterns in
the visualization based on the simulated data, where the HTEs identified by HTE-DML are very
close to each other compared to other methods. Overall, the results further reinforce the notion
that HTE-DML’s detection capability seems more accurate and robust on simulated and actual
large-scale digital experiments.
We also performed a similar analysis using the HTE size estimates for each of the four methods

on various user characteristics across the 27 experiments. Similarly to prior analysis, we created
an input dataset for each detection method in which each row was an experiment. However, the
columns now represented the upper and lower bounds of the 95% confidence intervals of the user
HTEs for a given method. We again visualized this multidimensional HTE effect size data using
t-SNE plots. The visuals appear in Figure 9(a). Once again we observe that data points in HTE-
DML plot are very close to each other (relative to comparison methods), suggesting consistency
in the effect sizes identified for user HTE. Again, we visualize the results from simulated data
from alternate setting in Figure 9(b), which exhibits similar patterns. Collectively, these results fur-
ther underscore the credibility and efficacy of the user HTEs identified by the HTE-DML method.
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Researchers and practitioners could incorporate user HTE insights guided by HTE-DML, with
greater confidence, into the design of personalized or sub-group level platform features. Having
evaluated the HTe detection capability, in the ensuing section, we delve deep into the user charac-
teristics that drive HTEs in digital experiments and offer empirical insights regarding the perva-
siveness of user HTEs.

6 ANALYSIS: PREVALENCE OF HTES IN DIGITAL EXPERIMENTS

Having shown the suitability of HTE-DML for detecting user HTEs, in this section we examine the
prevalence of user HTEs in digital experiments. In Section 6.1, we report on how frequently user
characteristics significantly impact overall session conversion outcomes (RQ2). Section 6.2 reports
results for how often user characteristics interact with the treatment; that is, user HTE (RQ3).

6.1 Impact of User Characteristics on Conversion Outcomes

As noted, the user modeling and customer analytics literature has already shown that user con-
structs such as prior transactions, demographics, engagement, satisfaction, and lifecycle stages can
all have a profound impact on digital user behavior related to conversions, churn, and other out-
comes [2, 42, 50, 56]. In our HTE-DMLmethod formulations depicted in Section 3.2, this equates to
examining the significance of the effect of βu on Y . It stands to reason that just as these constructs
have been found to predict behavior in prior non-experimentation studies, such user constructs
should also inform conversion outcomes in digital experiment settings. However, how predictive
they are is an important pre-cursor to user HTE analysis, because one would expect the number
of βut user HTEs that impact Y to be lower than the number of main effects βu .

Figure 10 shows the impact of user characteristics on our binary conversion outcome. The top
chart depicts the overall effect across all 27 digital experiments, whereas the two charts in the
bottom row show the effects within the subset of experiments related to the merchandising and
search session stages. In each chart, the x-axis depicts each of the 18 user variables previously
presented in Table 1. The y-axis shows what percentage of the experiments that variable is sig-
nificantly impacting the conversion outcome. Bar chart colors correspond to the five construct
categories with which a respective user variable is associated. Looking at the overall results, we
see that most user variables significantly impact session conversions in 20% to 40% of the experi-
ments. This is especially true for the transaction, demographic, and satisfaction variables. Within
engagement, as expected, the decreasing, stable, and increasing engagement levels are most likely
to be significant. The category most significant overall are the lifecycle variables, with users that
are advanced, expert buyers, or expert buyers and sellers significantly affecting conversion behav-
ior. It is important to note that we intentionally omitted the effect sizes and directionality, because
the purpose was simply to show how pervasive these user characteristics are.
Looking at the bottom part of Figure 10, we see that the percentage of experiments where user

variables are significant does vary based on the session stage where the experiment treatment
occurs. For instance, the aforementioned lifecycle variables are most pronounced on the search
experiments—where the advanced and expert buyers and sellers have a significant impact on con-
version in over 80% of experiments. In the search experiments, many of the other user variables
are significant around 20% of the time. Conversely, in the merchandising experiments, many of
the transaction, demographic, engagement, and lifecycle variables are significant in nearly 40% of
the experiments. Most notably, user engagement variables such as decreasing, stable, or increasing
levels of engagement become more crucial in such experiments.
To delve deeper into the impact of user characteristics on session conversions, we examined the

significance of user variables within different experiment channels/devices—namely, mobile web,
web, Android app, and iOS app. The results appear in Figure 11. It is important to note that whereas
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Fig. 10. Impact of user characteristics on conversion outcomes: Overall and for key session stages.

experiment session stages are mutually exclusive, experiment channels may overlap, meaning a
given digital experiment may focus on all app users (Android and iOS). Looking at the four charts,
we observe a few interesting patterns. First, the lifecycle variables seem most significant in pre-
dicting session outcomes in experiments that include mobile web and web sessions and are least
influential for experiments encompassing iOS app-based sessions. Second, satisfaction has a more
pronounced affect in experiments involving mobile web and Android user sessions. Third, transac-
tion, demographic, and engagement variables also vary in terms of the proportion of experiments
in which they are significant. Collectively, in regards to RQ2, these results underscore the impor-
tance of the five categories of user constructs for modeling user session behavior and are consis-
tent with results from prior non-experiment digital modeling research. Further, the results lend
credence to our framework’s focus on the interplay between user characteristics, session stages,
and channels/devices in digital experiments. In the ensuing section, we show how pervasive these
characteristics are for user HTE in digital experiments.

6.2 Impact of User Characteristics on HTE

Figure 12 shows the user HTEs for our digital experiments. Similarly to the prior section, the top
chart depicts the overall effect across all 27 digital experiments whereas the two charts in the
bottom row show the effects within the subset of experiments related to the merchandising and
search session stages. In each chart, the x-axis depicts individual user variables while the y-axis
shows the percentage of experiments in which that variable’s HTE is significant. Bar chart colors
correspond to the five construct categories with which a respective user variable is associated.
Looking at the overall HTEs (top chart), unsurprisingly, the proportion of significant HTEs is

lower than the proportion impacting conversion outcomes. This is partly to be expected, because
randomly assigning users to control versus treatment settings lessens the βut interaction effect.
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Fig. 11. Impact of user characteristics on conversion outcomes by channels/devices.

However, we do still observe quite a bit of significant user HTEs—in 10% to 30% of experiments.
These effects are most pervasive for engagement variables, but we also see demographics and
the beginner expertise state being significant in 10% to 20% of experiments. The bottom part of
Figure 12 shows the percentage of experiments where user HTEs are significant for merchandising
and search session stages. We observe a few notable differences. For instance, the lifecycle variable
HTEs are once again are most pronounced on the search experiments but with a key difference.
Whereas we noticed that the main effects were most pronounced for the advanced and expert
buyers and sellers, for user HTE the only significant lifecycle states are beginner (in over 40% of
search experiments) and stagnant users. The stable engagement variable is highly significant for
both search and merchandising session stage experiments. Similarly to the main effects of user
variables on conversions in merchandising experiments, decreasing and increasing engagement
levels are once again more pronounced in statistical significance when considering user HTEs.
We also examined the significance of user HTEs within different experiment channels/devices,

as done for the main effects in Section 6.1: mobile web, web, Android app, and iOS app. The results
appear in Figure 13. Looking at the four charts, we observe a few interesting patterns. Variables
such as beginner lifecycle state and stable engagement are most often significant across all chan-
nels. Further, the country demographic variable is only a significant user HTE dimension for mo-
bile web. Additionally, transaction variables also vary in terms of the proportion of experiments in
which they are a significant source of user HTE. Collectively, in regards to RQ3, these results lend
credence to the notion that the five categories of user constructs are viable dimensions for mea-
suring HTE in digital experiments and, importantly, that user HTEs are prevalent in such online
controlled experiments. In fact, across our observed experiments, about 14% of total user variable-
experiment HTE tuples were significant. We have no reason to believe that this degree of user
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Fig. 12. Impact of user characteristics on HTE: Overall and for key session stages.

heterogeneity is unique to our data and, rather, believe that it is quite common and potentially
highly problematic if ignored.
We had previously used a stylized example of two experiments where the user HTEs differed

from the overall ATE (Figure 1). To better understand the implications of significant user HTEs for
decision-making, we present similar plots from four actual experiments—as done in prior studies
[67, 80]. Figure 14 shows results from four experiments related to the following respective ses-
sion stages: advertising (top left chart), search (top right chart), and merchandising (two bottom
charts). In each chart, the vertical solid line indicates the ATE, the vertical dashed lines depict the
95% confidence interval for the ATE. The x-axis shows the relative session-level conversion rate
delta/improvement for the treatment versus the control setting. For example, 0.01 indicates that
the treatment setting had a conversion rate that was 1% higher than the status-quo control group.
The horizontal lines depict the confidence intervals for each user variable labeled on the y-axis.
We only included select, statistically significant user HTEs (i.e., ones where the entire line is on
a single side, either positive or negative). The line colors match the user characteristic category
colors presented in earlier figures in the article (e.g., Figure 13).

All four experiments in Figure 14 have positive ATEsmeaning that the treatment groups in these
experiments had higher conversion rates than the control groups. The ATE is most pronounced
on the advertising experiment, with a value around 1%. To put this effect size into perspective,
most e-commerce platforms have session level conversion rates between 5% and 10%. The user
HTE results also show several important patterns. First, we see that in each of the charts, there
are many user characteristics with significant HTEs—and that often they are significant in the
opposite direction from the ATE. In the aforementioned advertising experiment, while increasing
engagement (second green line) is close to the ATE, decreasing and stable engagement levels have
a strong negative treatment effect (the first and third green lines). Similarly, the expert buyers and
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Fig. 13. Impact of user characteristics on HTE by channels/devices.

Fig. 14. Examples or user HTE in experiments with significant and insignificant ATEs.

sellers also have a strong negative reaction to the treatment. For these sub-groups, the treatment
decreases conversion rates by 1% or more. Second, we observe differing HTE trends within the
same category of user characteristics such as engagement or lifecycle states. Third, in addition to
identifying complementary and opposing HTEs relative to the ATE, the size of the intervals can
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indicate variance or stability of the effect for sub-groups. As noted in Reference [67], because the
user HTEs provide insights into the underlying “composition” of the ATE, decision-makers or re-
searchers might wish to avoid acting on small positive ATEs driven by a long tail of positive user
HTEs with wide confidence intervals, thus illustrating estimates that are not accurately estimated
(e.g., Reference [40]). Overall, as Figure 14 illustrates, user HTE analysis provides richer insights
and a value-add when conducting digital experiments that can be expensive and time-consuming.
Our proposed user HTE framework, which combines theory-guided and literature-based user char-
acteristics and the HTE-DML method, offers an accurate mechanism for performing such analysis
in large-scale online controlled experiments.

7 CONCLUSION

Digital experiments have become increasingly pervasive for assessing the value of a new digi-
tal treatment relative to the status quo in various stages of the user session journey including
search, recommendation, layout design or merchandising, advertising, and checkout/conversion.
However, this growth has prompted two challenges for digital experimentation platforms tasked
with overseeing hundreds or thousands of concurrent experiments on a weekly basis. First, the
average effect sizes for treatment versus control settings (i.e., the ATE) have decreased as the vol-
ume of experiments has increased and low-hanging fruit have been identified (i.e., the experiment
sensitivity challenge) such that the incremental value of the insights and actions resulting from
subsequent experiments has decreased. Second, experiments often focus on the ATE, even when
spanning 50–100+ million user sessions, without considering the varying effects on major user
sub-groups, that is, the heterogeneous treatment effect or user HTE.
To tackle these challenges, we propose a novel framework for examining user HTEs in digi-

tal experiments. Our framework combines an array of user characteristics with the HTE-DML
method. Experiments on a series of simulated datasets and on 27 real-world experiments spanning
1.76 billion sessions demonstrate the effectiveness of HTE-DML relative to existing HTE detection
methods. We also find that in digital experimentation contexts, transaction, demographic, engage-
ment, satisfaction, and lifecycle characteristics are all predictive of session conversion outcomes,
with most variables being statistically significant in 40% to 60% of experiments. More importantly,
these same variables also have statistically significant heterogeneous treatment effects in 10% to
20% of cases. We use examples to illustrate how treatment effects might differ for various user
sub-groups, and why being aware of such differences might offer valuable insights. In the same
vein as prior studies, our main contributions include the framework/method [5], empirical insights
yielded [6, 38, 71], and extensive evaluation of existing HTE methods.

The results of our work have important implications for research and practice involving digital
experimentation. Many digital experience and/or information retrieval-related researchers propos-
ing new search engine algorithms, novel recommender system models, enhanced layout or user
interface elements, use online controlled experiments or “A/B tests” to test and validate their re-
sults. These studies generally report only the ATEs. Examining and reporting user HTE results
could offer more granular and actionable insights into how such innovations are perceived or
by different subgroups from a larger sample or population. In contexts involving ML-based treat-
ments, user HTE can also shed light on the fairness of digital treatments/policies [32, 49]. Our
framework provides concrete guidelines and methods that researchers can employ. With respect
to practitioners, our work sheds light on the art of the possible, practical, and valuable regarding
user HTEs in large-scale digital experiments. In particular, we show that in real-world digital ex-
periments, user HTEs can be accurately detected, are reasonably prevalent in this context, and
may inform decision-making by shedding light on heterogeneous effects that are similar or differ-
ent from the average effect, and the extent of variance and uncertainty surrounding these effects.
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These findings are important for various stakeholder groups, including product managers, ana-
lysts, and data scientists engaged in digital design and data-driven decision-making. Our work is
not without its limitations. For instance, our user HTE framework requires user characteristics as
input (e.g., the transaction, demographic, engagement, satisfaction, and lifecycle variables in this
study). In primary data research environments, researchers would need to collect such data from
experiment participants as part of the research design—though this is becoming commonplace [71].
In organizational settings, firms may not always have collected user characteristics [33], however
with the impetus on data monetization and advanced insights, this, too, is becomingmore common
[67]. Additionally, controlling for user test planes requires knowledge of co-occurring session-level
treatments. Future work may consider proposing new algorithms and/or models for user HTE de-
tection. Nevertheless, we believe our study constitutes an important step toward the call for more
research exploring user heterogeneity in online controlled experiments [33, 45].
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